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Calendar Changes Dominate Conference

Q - At the last press conference, Dr. Willett said that
one problem holding up opening
teaching centers in Northern Virginia and the Tidewater area was
the- distance supervisors would
have to travel. Why is this a
problem when we have a center
in Roanoke which is just as far
away? - L.P.
A - Dr. Blackwell gave the following reply:
We shall open a center in
Northern Virginia next year.
While it is true that the distances to Northern Virginia and
to Tidewater are not much greater than the distance to Roanoke,
the distance between schools
within either area is greater than
is true in Roanoke, where our
arrangements are with the one
relatively compact city. Furthermore, secondary supervisors,
who already must plan trips to
Roanoke, Danville, Lynchburg,
Hopewell, Chesterfield County,
Halifax County, Henrico County,
and Richmond, must also add to
this busy schedule the even longer
trip to Northern Virginia or Tidewater. Asking these supervisors
to extend their very busy schedules demands some form of compensation or schedule adjustment, and this makes for a considerable complication in adjusting a very tight budget.

News
Briefs
Nixon
President Nixon pledged Friday
to work constructively with Congress and defended his domestic
cutbacks as representing "a
pragmatic rededication to social
compassion and national excellence."
The U. S. conference of Mayors
and the National League of Cities
said Saturday that President Nixon's budget proposals violate a
promise not to substitute general
revenue sharing for existing
forms of federal aid to cities.
Iowa Blast
Eagle Grove, Iowa, was the
scene where as many as two dozen
persons were feared dead in an
explosion which virtually destroyed two buildings and heavily damaged several others here
Friday. A spokesman for the Iowa
American Red Cross said 24 persons were feared dead in the explosion and resultant fire that
(Continued on Page 8)

By JANET TENNYSON
The first press conference of
the new year with Dr. Willett was
used to discuss the academic calendar and the professional semester. "The calendar causes
an August 30 school opening with
exams ending December 21;after
a long vacation, school opens January 14 and exams end the 7th
of May," began Dr. Willett.
"Once this was adopted, the
main problem centers with student teaching. We asked Dr.
(Charles) Patterson what was
available and ended up with the
development of the professional
semester - some of the body of
thinking came from recent graduates," he further explained,
based upon graduates' suggestions to improve the student
teaching period.

explained. "We are arranging the
hours to give attention to student
teaching." Dr. Blackwell, Dean of
the College, added, "We feel you
get a better program with the constant concentration."
In considering students who
wish to accelerate, Dr. Willett
noted that once the new system is
operational, students can finish in
January or June. Dr. Blackwell
added, "You can accelerate and
finish in three years, or three
and a half years rather than
four." Once operational the professional semester will put an end
to November and March graduation dates.
The areas into which Longwood
students will be allowed to enter
for student teaching are still not
definitely set. "We are in the process of studying the teaching centers - we are looking in the northNew System
ern area and Tidewater area."
Dr. Willett continued, "Stu- The problems deal in geography
dents will come on campus for and distance," said Dr. Willett.
two, three or four weeks, go out If these areas do open,"they will
for ten to student teach, then re- be primarily for secondary and
turn to campus for either two, only a few elementary teachers,"
three, or four weeks." The two, said Dr. Vassar.
three or four week pattern is due
A question on why only urban
to teaching loads. The system areas are chosen for student
will "eliminate the block courses teaching brought Dr. Willett to
- you will take work in timed reply with, "We have students
modules which will replace tra- in local area and Charlotte Counditional block courses," added ty, but some systems don't have
Dr. Willett. Dr. Edwin Vassar, the range of areas needed," to
director of student teaching, con- meet the student teacher's need.
tinued, "There are some stuCo-Education
dents - about a hundred - who
haven't registered for student
Co-education at Longwood was
teaching. This holds things up." another topic discussed. "We
Dr. Patterson explained, "It had a detailed study of it and
will essentially amount to five there are no strong feelings
or six modules where students against co-education, but a strong
will put in 30 clock hours for feeling against tokenism exists,"
educational measurement, 15 commented Dr. Willett. If Longhours for media-audio-visual, 20 wood went co-ed next year, the
clock hours for inner city semi- male population would not be over
nar, and 25 clock hours for foun- 10%. "This is tokenism," added
dations." He continued, "These Dr. Willett.
"In the United States, there is
will run for different times. They
will be scheduled around student not a successful transition (50%
teaching." For instance, educa- male and 50% female), unless the
tional measurement will give two institution is in an urban area,''
credits — each module will yield continued Dr. Willett. Madison
a different amount of credit. College went co-ed nine years
"The total semester gives 16 ago and they only have 30% men
semester credits," Dr. Willett now on campus. "I feel it is an

Mary Lou Glasheen receives Board of Visitors commendation
from Dr. Willett.

Dr. Willett explains institution of the professional semester.

unrealistic situation with just
10% male and 90% female at an
institution."
Seven-Day Period
Concerning seven day period
Dr. Willett defined it as a time
with "No major tests or major
assignments or extracurricular
activities." Dean Blackwell added, "The purpose is not to close
down the academic situation."
Dr. Willett continued with, "For
the one fall semester, there is one
reading day and the other semester has a week end before exams.
Reading days just extend the semester- the majority of students
would rather go on and get exams
over with."
Announcements
Under announcements,Dr. Willett reminded students the library
would remain open during the

exam period. He commented,
"The library will have additional
hours including being open until
11:00." Dr. Willett also mentioned the Longwood seal that
is found on the sugar wrappers
in the dining hall, by saying "the
only cost is $3.50 for all of it."
Dr. Willett continued to encourage active student support of college athletic events.
A highlight of the conference
was a special presentation made
by Dr. Willett on behalf of the
Board of Visitors commending
former Legislative Board Chairman Mary Lou Glasheen for her
distinguished service to Longwood, noting, "I liave a pleasant
duty to make a presentation for
the many services performed for
the school and you by one student.
For her distinguished service, I
want to make a presentation to
Mary Lou Glasheen."

Informal Dorm Discussions
With Dr. Willett Continues
By DEBBIE BASTEK and
CLAIRE GEOFF ROY
Dr. Willett's series of informal discussions with students
continued prior to exams in
French Dorm as students gathered to ask questions, with Dr.
Willett, Mr. Tom Hamilton,Dean
Nuckols, Dr. Gussett, and Mr.
Brown providing the answers.
Topics discussed ranged from
complaints of roaches in the
dorms to course requirements
and implementation of the new
academic calendar. A request for
more washing machines and dryers in the dorms was answered
by Dean Nuckols as she noted that
one washer and dryer are available per 150 students, and that additional needs will be looked into.
In response to a question concerning the availability of more
vending machines in the dorms it
was explained that most vendors
prefer not to install extra machines because they are not used.
Transportation to Byrd Inter-

national Airport in Richmond for
out-of-state students and permission for freshmen to have
cars were also discussed. Dean
Nuckols explained that in order
for a freshman to receive permission to have a car on campus, she must submit an explanation of her reasons for wanting
to do so to the car committee
who will then review her request.
Dr. Willett added that there was
not enough space for all freshmen
to have cars.
Residency requirements were
then brought up, M r. Brown noting
that twelve months' residency and
payment of Virginia state taxes
were included in the requirements. Dr. Willett suggested that
questions concerning state residency be discussed with M r. Paul,
Longwood's Business Manager.
The remainder of the questiondiscussion period was dominated
by questions of individual concern
over the infirmary, housing for
new second-semester students,
grades, and phone service.
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Post Delivery

Editor:
We believe that it is about
time to bring the issue of the
delivery of the Washington Post
into view. Lately we have heard
a few complaints and rumors
going around about the inefficiency of the girl who formerly
delivered the papers.
We have never expressed our
opinion on this campus before
the entire student body, but we
feel it is time now to speak up.
V
It so happens that the girl who
delivered the papers is a very
good friend, so some may say
we are prejudiced. Judge as you
will. We must say, however, that
she was not to blame many times
for the failure of the Post to arQuestions have been raised repeatedly in the rive on time. Sometimes the bus
past over the real - or imagined - benefits and from Richmond carrying the papconflicts of preregistration, but I can't remember ers did not make the connection
so heated a period of discontent surrounding the here in Farmville and therefore
there was no way possible for the
entire process as that of this past December. papers
to be delivered to the
As a result, the administration announced a subscribers on time. Whose fault
conference, prior to exams, in the Daily Bulletin was this? The former girl also
to which students were invited to come and coice didn't have a car and therefore
their complaints about/and suggestions for pre- had to borrow one to pick up
the papers.Sometimes, especialregistration. The total turn-out for the meeting ly on rainy mornings, the car
consisted of FIVE students, five members of the would not start and it was necadministration, and one faculty member. Obvious- essary to pick the papers up
ly, the credibility of legitimate dissatisfaction and deliver them on foot. There
was also times when the car
with preregistration was hardly enforced.
not available, especially on
The purposes and benefits of preregistration was
week ends. As everyone who subwere explained to us - yet five students alone scribes to the paper must know,
could hardly provide an adequate representation of the Post is a rather heavy paper
the entire student body, nor could we begin to cite and can be very cumbersome
the very valid complaints heard before the confer- especially on Sundays. There
ence, and, as such, suggestions for improvement were days when we saw this girl
actually skip her classes in order
were limited.
to meet the delivery and try to be
There is a definite need to separate "fact from on time for her subscribers. This
fantasy" in the preregistration process - this need was the first time that the Post
had been openly acknowledged by the administra- had been delivered on campus
tion, a specific time was set aside for the ex- and we believe she deserves some
thanks for her effort. Could any
pressed purpose of solving problems and obtaining of us honestly say that we could
suggestions for improvement - yet only a miniscule have done a better job or tried
representation felt enough of an obligation to them- harder?
We realize that when a person
selves to take advantage of such an opportunity and
to see to it that future preregistrations will provide subscribes to a paper he has
certain rights and can demand
the student-oriented benefits for which they are satisfaction for his money.
theoretically intended.
Therefore the subscriber's who
The kinks in the system are still there, and complained were not wrong techthe justified complaints about them should have nically. However, we feel that it
been voiced. But if the complaints end where the is time there was a little compassion and understanding shown
opportunity for improvement begins, what's the for our fellow students.
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The Irony Of An Empty Room

point?

Thank You,
Helen Smith
Becky Short

As is customary, a statement of policy is published in the first issue of THE ROTUNDA under
a new editor. The publishing policies will continue
as they have in the past:
Staff meetings are held on Monday and Thursday nights in THE ROTUNDA office, and are open
to all students interested in working on the paper.
Organizations or individuals may turn in articles,
but the deadline for these will be 5 p.m. on the
Friday preceding publication. Any emergency situations or exceptions to this policy will be determined by the editor.
All articles and letters should be typed, doublespaced, and must be signed.
The primary purpose of the paper is to serve
as a link between all facets of campus life therefore, the effectiveness of the newspaper is
largely determined by the cooperation of everyone
involved. The members of THE ROTUNDA staff
are committed to as objective and accurate reporting as is possible. All commentaries and letters to the editor by both students and faculty are
welcome and encouraged. As in the past, all
opinions will be treated with equal value.
DEBBIE

Appreciation
Dear Editor:
I was overwhelmed by the
Tabb-French-South Ruffher gift
which made possible my delightful trip to California. In addition
to this wonderful surprise, there
were so many among students,
faculty and administration who
remembered me at Christmas.
I should like to thank you and all
the others for a Christmas I shall
often recall and cherish.
Naomi Ordogh

An article was written in the
Rotunda several weeks ago on
Sisterhood. If you will remember
the article was concerned with
the formation of a black student
organization on campus. As a
black student on Longwood's
campus I would like to say this:
The article antagonized me and
the other blacks because it was
untrue, unresearched, and lacked
an intelligent point of view.
* * *
The Blacks on Longwood's
I would like to express my campus don't feel neglected, only
thanks to all the wonderful people apathetic. There is no feeling
who took the time to write to a among Blacks for Longwood's
lonely 61 year old man, their Blue and White spirit. This may
friendship and kindness will al- be because this Blue and White
ways be remembered.
spirit does not exist. Whether
Chuck,
or not it does the Black students
London Correction
here need something to make
Institution
them take an interest in college life, this is what a black
Sisterhood
organization would do. We would
Sisterhood you keep asking of me sponsor Black girls for different
But are you so blind that you organizations on campus, whereas now there is no interest this
cannot see,
That I am your sister, but I'm black student organization would
create interest.
also black
Miss Pierce said in her article
Do you think you are willing
that
she couldn't believe preto face that fact?
judice
existed at Longwood and
I know the beauty that sisterblacks complaints may be imhood brings...
Meetings, banquets all of the agined. This is ignorance, anyone knows that as long as there
sings,
Do you know what this means are human beings prejudice
exists, and Longwood isn't on an
to me?
It means listening to you forget enchanted isle away from the vile,
cruel world: What we feel is
about me
Forgetting about me in a very happening here is not imagined.
The old Farmville spirit has rubsimple way
By having your mixers and turn- bed off on the faculty, administration and students of Longwood
ing me away,
Not turning me away by saying College this is reality not myth.
Talk to any black student on this
don't come in,
But turning me away by not invit- campus and several incidents
will be related to you.
ing my friends,
As for factions developing on
Friends from colleges with black
this campus Miss Pierce I don't
populations
But no you'd think that would ruin think you know what a faction is;
Webster's New World Dictionary
relations,
defines
faction as a group of
Ruin relations is right you see
Because slowly you're also losing people in an organization who
have common interests usually
me
Losing me as a student and as a in opposition to the principles
or aims of the main body or
friend
Please let's come to an agreeable leadership. The interests of a
black student organization would
end,
My sisters, my friends whatever not be in opposition to that of
the main body, unless the main
color,
It's time we got ourselves to- body does not want Blacks in its
organizations. Now there's a
gether,
Together to end all barriers thought; maybe that's why some
around
(Continued on Page 6)
So that our children won't be let
down. _ ^ vannessa Dayne
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Cast For "Peer
Gynt" Chosen As
Production Begins
By LORENE SPENCER

Lead-Singer Jerry Fisher performs during B.S. and T.
concert.

Blood, Sweat, And Tears Concert
Considered Completely Successful
By BARBERA RADFORD
"Longwood
College is the
standing-ovation-est college in
the state." Thursday night,
though, "Blood, Sweat, and
Tears" received a well earned
standing ovation from the students in Jarman Auditorium.
After the concert, talking tc
Jerry Fisher, the lead singer,
I asked how he had enjoyed the
audience. He said they'd never
played for an all female college before, but the girls "were
really a groove." He said the concert had gone especially well,
that night, but he said he had been
"pretty well laid back" and
wouldn't have notice much, anyway.
Fisher especially commended
the light crew, a group of Longwood students. He said, "Sue Macintosh, Jessie Reiter, Sue Tolbert, Patsy Butler, Dickie Moore,
and Bob Shields, did "really
great light work.''
The old style "B.S&T" is dead.
Bob Colomby said, "When we
play jazz, we'll play more jazz.
When we play rock, we'll play
more rock. . . At this point, the
band really has no limits." When
the group started, they wanted a
sound in the tradition of Count
Basie's big band jazz and moving
the psychedelia of the late 60's.
They gathered ten musicians,
headed by Al Kooper, and began
to practice. By the time they'd
snared their first gig, they were
well practiced, but didn't have a
name. At the last minute, Kooper
slapped on the title, "Blood,
Sweat and Tears".
The band has undergone several radical changes since that
time. They released several hit
records, such as "You Made Me
So Very Happy", "Spinning
Wheel", and "When I Die." At
this period of the band's career,
the artists were accused of sacflcing their art to achieve popularity. When asked about this,
Colomby indignantly denied the
charge. He explained that their
popularity on tours, and audidemands for their hit records to be played, limited tremendously their time in the studio. They had no time to further
develop their talents, and skills.
"The music we'd been doing had
become fairly stale," said Steve
Katz, lead guitarist. So the group
revamped, taking on a new lead
singer, Jerry Fisher. "Now we
do what we enjoy, occasionally
doing a few of the old songs
that we enjoy doing."
Since the old songs became
stale, what did that make the old
rock and roll songs? Larry Willis, the keyboard artist shrugged,
we grew up with it, and when I

hear it, it brings back memories.
But, why should we play it?
We've been there already." When
asked what kind of music he
listened to when relaxing, Bob
Colomby confessed to a preference for Elton John, and the
Beatles.
The group has very little time
to relax though. They've been on
tour for the past year, and next
month will be in Europe, especially Germany, Israel, England, and Sweden. On their days
off, they work in the recording
studio on the new album about
to be released. "Victims of Darkness" and "Rosemary", a song
heard at the Longwood concert,
are two of the cuts on the album.
In fact, part of the reason the
Dizzy GiUespie monobell (deformed trumpet) player, was late,
is that he worked in the recording studio until very late. Fisher
said he certainly hoped there
would be some free time on the
European tour for the band to
play tourists.
All the band members have
tried their hand at it, but Fisher
said "mostly the horn players"
arrange. Steven Katz likes to
write, though, and Georg Wadenius wrote "The Crow's Funeral",
which BJS.&T. performed Thursday night.
They are a highly educated
band. All of them have graduated
from college, and there are 6
music degrees among them, two
from the reowned Julliard School
of Music, in New York City.
Despite their varied background, (Jim Fielder, on electric
bass started with Frank Zappa's
Mother of Invention, while Larry
Willis played for the Four Tops)
the 10 men mesh well to produce
the new sound of Blood, Sweat,
and Tears.
(See related story, p. 7)

Thieu Orders
Envoy To Meet
Viet Cong Delegation
President Nguyen Van Thieu
disclosed Saturday he has ordered his envoy to meet with the
Viet Cong delegation in Paris
no later than next Tuesday to
begin negotiations on a political
solution for South Vietnam. In another development, U. S. spokesmen announced that North Vietnamese, Viet Cong.South Vietnamese and American members of
the subcommission on captured
persons of the four-party joint
military commission had begun
conferring on prisoner exchanges.

Henrick Ibsen's "Peer Gynt"
will be the first production of
the Winter Drama Series scheduled to begin on March 15 to coincide with Founder's Day Week
End. Dr. Patton Lock wood, head
of the Speech and Drama Department, will be cutting and producing the play.
The following have been cast:
Rick Vaughn will play the lead,
Aase will be played by Kathe
Cotozella,Solveig by Joanne Noseck, the Troll King by Ray Gilchrist, Aslak, voice of memonby
Bo Goodwyn, Mads Moen by Hugh
Fitzpatrick, and Helga by Kate
Young.
Others include Elizabeth Hankley, Layton Saunders, Dawson
Nash, Bob Webber, Bruce Arnold, Dave Clark, Chip Magee and
Rick Cox. Other cast members
are Jim Tubbs, Pam Anderson,
Jim Dumminger, Janet Baker,
India Watkins, Dr. Lockwood and
Amy Flukiger.
Dr. Lockwood noted "Thisisan
enormous undertaking." "Peer
Gynt" was not written as a play
but as a dramatic poem and
when it was produced nine years
later the play ran for four hours
and 45 minutes. The problem is
how to take 38 scenes and reduce
them to a two hour running time.
Henrik Ibsen gave us his idea of
how the play should be cut in a
letter he wrote to Edward Grieg
who wrote the music for the original production. I'm following
that cutting closely. Homer
Springer of the Art Department
is designing the projections
which are our solution on how to
handle the many scenes. The
script calls for around one hundred individual characters whose
parts will be played by a much
smaller number of actors." Even
with the tremendous cut in
characters there will still be the
need for a good many actors and
we should be seeing many new
faces on the Jarman stage.
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National Art Gallery Sponsers
"Pioneers Of Modern Painting "
What did Claude Monet, Edouard Manet, Paul Cezanne,
Georges Seurat, Henri Rousseau
and Edvard Munch all have in
common?
Many things, actually. All six
are regarded as among the most
important painters of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. More importantly for local
interest, all are featured in the
film series, PIONEERS OF MODERN PAINTING, which is being
shown at Longwood in Bedford
Auditorium on February 13, 16,
and 20 at 4:30 p.m. and 7:30
p.m.
Sponsored by the National Gallery of Art and its Extension
Service, the series is being circulated through the State Services Department of the Virginia
Museum and local sponsors are
Longwood College and the Central
Virginia Chapter of the Virginia
Museum.
The series is narrated by Kenneth Clark whose enormously
successful CIVILISATION series
was circulated through the state
two years ago and was also seen
on public television. Clark explained his reason for selecting
the six artists featured in the
series by saying: "The painters
I have chosen to talk about were,
in their different ways, the pioneers of what we still call modern painting. Most of them did
their best work in the nineteenth
century, but they lived on into
the twentieth."
In discussing the series,Clark

remarked that the films are
"about painting: not social conditions or economic theories, or
all the other things that modern
art critics like to write about,
but painting. And in the nineteenth century, painting meant
Paris. Almost everything that has
happened in modern art, happened
there."
For that reason, most of the
programs in the PIONEERS OF
MODERN PAQNTING series were
filmed in Paris, with the exception of the segment dealing with
the Norwegian artist, Edvard
Munch. Many of the pictures
shown in the series are those
to be found in private collections.
The production of the series las
therefore covered not only considerable distances but has entailed a great deal of research
and actual filming spanned eighteen months.

NOW ON EXHIBIT
IN BEDFORD
THROUGH FEB. 15

PAINTINGS
by
TED TURNER

The Student Union
Plans Major Films
For Final Semester
By BECKY NICHOLSON
The Film Committee had its
Charles Magistro, VCU art
first big meeting last week with
yesterday.
Chris Miller as chairman. This
committee comes under Student
Union Activities. Although they
have not scheduled all films, a
few definite dates have been set.
"Camelot" will be shown February 16 and 18 at 7:30 p.m. in
Charles Magistro, instructor
Bedford. On February 23 and 25
in
the Department of Communica"Mash" is scheduled. On Febtion
Arts and Design at Virginia
ruary 23 there will be two showCommonwealth
University, conings of this film at 7 p.m. and one
ducted
a
printmaking
workshop
at 9:15 p.m. All Proceeds from
"Mash" will be donated to the in silkscreen today, in the Bedford Building.
Gyre's Festival of Arts.
The workshop is presented unOn March 2 and 4"BillyJack"
der
a program sponsored by the
will be shown. Four major movies
Central
Virginia Chapter of the
are scheduled for the semester,
one of which is "Anne of a Thou- Virginia Museum and the Desand Day." Then during final partment of Art at Longwood.
Magistro emphasized the silkexams "Laurel and Hardy" films
screen
process with the key feawill be shown. Other movies will
ture
of
his program being the
be planned for the semester and
direct
involvement
in the creaduring exams as soon as the Film
tive act. Various local artists,
Committee meets again.
teachers and students participated in the workshop as well as
in a demonstration of the techniques and qualities inherent in the
IT'S A BOY!
silkscreen medium. Seating was
limited to 20 art majors only.
In addition, an evening slideCONGRATULATIONS
lecture and demonstration was
scheduled for the general public
DR. AND MRS.
on Tuesday, February 5, in Bedford 217, at 7:30 p.m. Seating
WILLETT
was limited to 50 persons with
reservations.

instructor conducted workshop

Printmaking Workshop Held
By VCU Art Instructor
Magistro earned his B.F.A.
degree at Carnegie Institute of
Technology in Pittsburg, where
he held a four-year scholarship.
He continued his studies at Ohio
State University and earned his
M.F.A. degree in 1967.
The artist achieved a Certificate of Distinction in the Virginia Museum's biennial statewide competitive exhibition, VIRGINIA ARTISTS 1971, and his
award winning print, "American
Landscape I," was purchased by
the Museum for its permanent
collection, His graphics and
paintings have been included in
several other exhibitions in
Southeastern states as well as in
New York, Ohio, Illinois, and
Kansas.
Among his recent honors have
been purchase awards at the 1972
Potsdam National Print Exhibition and the 1971 James River
Juried Show, as well as a season
opening one man exhibition at the
Virginia Museum's Robins on
House.
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Agreement Signed On Ending War,Restoring Peace
By JANET TENNYSON
On January 23, 1973, "the
agreement of ending the war and
restoring peace in Vietnam was
initialed by Dr. Henry Kissinger
on behalf of the United States,
and Special Advisor Le Due Tho
on behalf of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam," began President Nixon in his address to the
people of the United States.
President's Address
This was the statement made
on the brink of peace ending a war
of twelve long years. Though
many people feel it should have
come earlier, the agreement is
signed and currently underway.
M uch discussion, deliberation and
years were needed and used in
choosing the words of the agreement. The agreement was formally signed by the parties participating in the Paris Conference on Vietnam on January 27,
1973, at the International Conference Center in Paris. This
article is a summary of that
document and the protocol surrounding it.

South Vietnam from outside of the
country, is flatly prohibited.
Returning the POW's
Returning the captured military personnel and foreign civilians is dealt with in Chapter
III. The return of American personnel and the accounting of
missing in action is unconditional
and will take place within the
same time frame as the American withdrawal. The issue of
Vietnamese civilian personnel
will be negotiated between the two
Vietnamese parties over a period
of three months. American prisoners will be received by American medical evacuation teams
and flown on American airplanes
from Hanoi to places the United
States designates.
Chapter IV handles the right of
the South Vietnamese people to
self-determination. The United
States and North Vietnam jointly
recognize the South Vietnamese
people's right to decide for themselves the political system that
they shall choose and no foreign
country shall impose any political conditions on the South Vietnamese people. A free election of
officers is to be held by the two
South Vietnamese parties within
90 days. The National Council for
National Reconciliation will supervise and organize these elections.

Contains Nine Chapters
The agreement is encased in
nine chapters. The first affirms
the independence, sovereignty,
unity and territorial integrity, as
recognized by the 1954 Geneva
Agreements on Vietnam. This established two zones, divided by a
Future of Vietnam
military demarcation line.
Chapter II deals with the cease
The reunification of Vietnam is
fire going into effect at seven managed in Chapter V. The future
o'clock Washington time on Janu- unity of Vietnam will be decided
ary 27. It also deals with the per- by negotiation between North and
mitted acts during the cease- South Vietnam and that the use
fire and what obligations each of military force is impermisparty is to assume. It states all sible.
American and other forces must
Chapter VI deals with the interbe withdrawn from Vietnam with- national machinery.
in a period of 60 days. The introChapter VII deals with Laos and
duction of any military force into Cambodia. One part concerns

those obligations which can be
undertaken by the parties signing
the agreement - the three Vietnamese parties and the United States,
A second partconcerns the nature
of the civil conflict that is in Laos
and Cambodia. The solution must
involve as well the two Laotian
parties and the Cambodian factions.
Chapter Vin deals with the relationship between the United
States and the Democratic Republic of Vietnam. It is the UJS.'s
firm intention in the relationship
to Vietnam to move from hostility to normalization to conciliation and cooperation. The United
'States believes under conditions
of peace to contribute in Indochina
the realization of human aspirations for all people of Indochina.
Implementing Provision
Chapter IX of the agreement is
the usual implementing provision.
This ends the official wording
of the agreement. However, there
there are four protocols or implementing instruments to the
document: on the return of American prisoners, on the implementation and institution of an international control commission, on
the regulations with respect to the
cease-fire and the joint military
commission among the concerned
parties, and a protocol about the
deactivation and removal of
mines.
The relevant provisions concerning the return of prisoners
has been noted. On the day of the
signing a list of all American
prisoners, information about the
missing in action and about the location of graves of American personnel throughout Indochina was
to be forwarded to the United
States.

ICC Control Force
The InternationalControlCommission will have a force of 1,160
drawn from Canada, Hungary, Indonesia and Poland. Its headquarters will be Saigon. It has seven
regional teams, 26 teams based
in localities throughout Vietnam.
There are 12 teams at border
crossing points and seven teams
that have been set aside for
points of entry for replacement of
military equipment. This leaves
one team free for use at the discretion of the Commission.
Other Supervisories
In addition to this international
group, there are two other institutions that are to supervise the
cease-fire. The Four-Party Joint
Military Commission, composed
of the United States and three
Vietnamese parties, is charged
with conducting the preliminary
investigations. It is located at the
same place as the International
Commission. After the United
States has completed its withdrawal, the Four-Party Military
Commission will be transformed
into a Two-Party Commission,
composed of South Vietnamese
parties. The number of supervisory personnel will be approximately 4,500 during the period
that the Four-Party Commission
is in existence. This number will
decrease to 3,000 after the FourParty Commission stops operating and the Two-Party Commission comes into being.
The last protocol concerns the
removal and deactivation of
mines which will be done through
the efforts of both sides.
Morning Signing
On Saturday, January 27, the
Secretary of State on behalf of
the United States, signed the
agreement bringing the cease-

fire and all provisions and protocols into effect. Secretary William Rogers signed in the morning a document between the United
States and the Democratic Republic of Vietnam. These documents are identical, except that
the preamble differs in both papers. The reason for this procedure is that, while the agreement provides that the two South
Vietnamese parties should settle
their disputes, they are not ready
to do this. The two have not come
to recognize each other's existence.
Thus the four-party document
with four signatures refers only
to the parties participating in the
Paris Conference. This was signed on two separate pages. The
U.S. and the G.V.N. signed on one
page, and the Republic of Vietnam and its ally signed on a separate.
Afternoon Signing
There was another document
signed by the Secretary of State
and the Foreign Minister of the
Democratic Republic of Vietnam
in the afternoon. The document is
word for word the same as the
document signed in the morning
except for the preamble and concluding paragraph.
The reason for the two signing ceremonies deals with the
agreement's fourth protocol. It
regards the removal of mines as
applied only to the United States
and Democratic Republic of Vietnam. Therefore, the UnitedStates
only had to sign one document.
Positive Efforts
With the signing of the agreement, President Nixon said, "We
shall also dedicate ourselves to
positive efforts." Dr. Kissinger
commented, 'It is also clear that
(Continued on Page 6)
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Doctors Elizabeth
Jackson And Freda
McCombs Commended

Leading rebound* r Nanette Fisher takes a shot in the
Westhampton game.

Basketball Season
Off To Good Start
The Longwood College Basketball teams coached by Miss Jean
Smith resumed play February 1
against Westhampton College at
home. Longwood's team upped
its record to 2-1 with an 80-24
victory over Westhampton.
Longwood led 25-11 at the end
of the first quarter and kept
Westhampton to 4 points in the
second quarter thus taking an
39-11 lead at the end of the first
half. Nannette Fisher, the games'
leading scorer with 23 points,
lead the third quarter with 9
points giving Longwood a 59-21
lead. Nancy Richey came into the
game in the fourth quarter and
scored her highest game total
of 11 points helping Longwood
to the 80-24 victory at the final
buzzer.
Longwood shot 35% (19-54)
from the floor during the first
half with Westhampton shooting
28% (5-18). Second half Longwood
hit 51% (18-35) and Westhampton
was 20% (5-25). Nannette Fisher
was also the game's leading rebounder with 24. Her average per
game of points is 19. Dottie
Bohannon and Nancy Richey were
in double figures with 18 and 11
points respectively.
The Junior Varsity looked as
though they were going to have a
shut-out as they held Westhampton to no points in the first
quarter, and only 5 points at the
half. Longwood scored 19 points
at the half and beat Westhampton
42-14.
Longwood hit 25% (8-32) first
half as compared to Westhampton 8% (2-23). Second half Long-

In Journal

Preliminaries For Miss
Longwood Pageant Begin
The Annual Miss Longwood
Pageant will be held this year on
April 14. Preliminaries will be
held Feb. 21 inWygalauditorium.
The requirements are a one minute talent and there will also be
judging on poise and appearance.
Head of the Executive Council,
Donna Hicks, explains that each
member of the Executive Council
has an apprentice who will assume the position next year. Deryl Driskoll is under the training of
Donna Hicks as head of the Council. Lee Ann Feges is the producer and Becky Jeffersonispreparing herself for this position.
Director Barb Rennick is training Nancy Frank and General
Business Manager Terry Moyers
is instructing Stephanie Burgess.
The Entries and Entertainment
chairman is Robin Glasscock,
Judges Chairman is Susie Hicks.
Anne Lovelace and Wanda Wallace are in charge of Awards

and Scholarships. Denny Moyers
is heading up the Luncheon and
Reception Committee. Annette
Acker is getting the Music and
Becky Bailey is in charge of
Scenery and Set. Pat Saunders
and Elise Fusco are cochairing
Publicity. Linda Gill is in charge
of Tickets and Susan Smithey is
Chairing Programs. Carolyn
Barnett is in charge of the Hostesses and Janet Baker is Stage
Manager.
The sponsor for the pageant
is Mary Alice Williams and she
is also the choreographer. Being
the General Manager for all of
these committees Donna Hicks
has no small job. She comments
"It's great the way everything
has gotten done on time and I'm
sure it will be fantastic thanks
to the members of the Executive
Council We have a great variety
of girls in the pageant."

"Comparison of Liquid Scintillation Mixtures for the Assay of
Nickel-63 in Aqueous Medium"
an article by Longwood co-authors Mr. Joseph J. Law,assistant
professor of chemistry, Judith
W. Smith, a 1971 chemistry graduate, and Dr. Marvin W. Scott,
Department Chairman, appeared
in the December 1972 issue of
ANALYTICAL BIOCHEMESTRY.
The "Comparison" reported
the findings of a bionucleonics
research done in the Department
of Natural Science and is the
first publication resulting from
a directed chemistry project in
Longwood.
••Efficiency of Anthracene as
a Suspended Scintillator", another paper by the same authors,
is nowinpressinEXPERIENTIA,
an international journal of pure
and applied science published
in Switzerland.
At the present time a new
project in the field of radiochemistry is being carried out
by Karen McLeod, a junior in
chemistry, under the direction
of Mr. Law.
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LACROSSE SCHEDULE 1973
COLLEGE

DATE

PLACE

William and Mary
Mary Washington
Lynchburg
RMWC
Bridge water
Sweet Briar
Westhampton
Virginia Tournament
Visiting coach from

Here
Here
There
There
There
Here
Here
Madison
England: To

Recognition has come to two
Longwood science professors for
their contributions to the science
instruction booklet "Elementary
Science Guide K-7." Drs. Elizabeth Jackson and Freda McCombs
have been working with elementary teachers, principals and
Everyone is invited to come
science supervisors for the past
so and support our teams!
three years to complete the booklet, which is now being distributed
throughout the state.
"You Belong" Is
Dr. Jackson said the guide is
needed to replace a fifteen-year- Theme Of February
old predecessor; it also gives Freshmen Production
a new approach to the teaching of
science. The major emphasis
By SHARON CURLING
is on letting the child form his
"All
bragging aside, we all
own concepts, as opposed to the
feel
that
this will be the best
student being told what to think.
freshman
production Longwood
The concepts put forth in the guide
College
has
ever seen," replied
are universal and are applied as
Melissa
Johnston,
Freshman
easily to the kindergarten student as to the seventh grader. Production Chairman, when askInstruction clinics begin with ed about the program.
Scheduled for Thursday, Febone to be held in Roanoke on
ruary
15, at 7:30 p.m., the freshFebruary 16 and 17. More such
men
will
display their talent to the
conferences will be conducted
student
body.
Tickets are 25C and
throughout the state.
Dr. Jackson noted that Long- go on sale February 12 in the New
Smoker.
According to Melissa, the
freshmen have been working hard
for two months and are now in the
final stages of rehearsal. The
theme is "You Belong" and the
set is a little red schoolhouse.
Sandy Curnette plays the lead in
the cast which includes about 30
members.

wood was 29% (10-35) from the
floor while Westhampton hit 14%
(4-23).
Gay Harrington lead the team
with 16 points and Diane Jones
and Donna Johnson both scored
10 points. Donna Johnson lead the
team with 15 rebounds.
The Varsity team began the
year with a 60-28 win over U.Va.
and suffered its first loss 59-52
in a game with University of North
Carolina.
The University of North Carolina was led by R. Wiggs with
28 points and J. Mouberry with
10 points. Longwood's leading
scorer and rebounder in both
games, Nannette Fisher, has produced efforts of 17 and 18 points
respectively and is averaging
20.5 rebounds per game. Other
players with shooting averages
in double figures include Debbie
Carneal with a 12.5 average and
Dottie Bohannon with an 11.5
average. The team is shooting
29% from the floor and 63% from
DR. ELIZABETH JACKSON
the free throw line.
The JV's have gotten off to a
sluggish start with an 0-2 re- wood science students are alcord. The team lost to the Deep ready knowledgable in this methCreek Dolls of Chesapeake, 49- od of instruction. Material from
44 and in a game against a the "Elementary Science Guide"
strong UNCG Varsity second has been taught to the students
team they lost 53-29. CoachJean for the past two years, putting
Smith attributes the losses to alumni of Longwood among the
"freshman inexperience", with top leaders of the program in
only 3 players returning from the state.
last year. The leading scorers
have been Feda Sutton, Gay HarArticle By LC
rington, and Diane Jones with
averages of 9.5, 9, and 8 points
Professors Appears
respectively.

THE ROTUNDA

LANSC0TT
GIFT SHOP
Longwood Specials
Sweat Shirts, Mugs,
Pierced Earrings

TIME

March 20
4:00 p.m.
April 4
4:00 p.m.
April 6
4:00 p.m.
April 10
4:00 p.m.
April 14
1:00 p.m.
April 17
4:00 p.m.
April 20
4:00 p.m.
April 28-29
be at Longwood April 12.

to all the games - please do

Mac Frampton
Trio Appears In
Jarman Concert
By BARBERA RADFORD
Every year, the Artist Series
presents two or three cultural
events such as a ballet or a folk
dance group. This year, the committee decided to bring something
that Longwood has not seen in
several years. Joyce Morene,
Chairman of the Artist Series
Committee said, "We haven't had
anything like this since I've been
here, and we thought it was time
to present something smaller."
"It" is the Mac Frampton Trio
featuring Mac Frampton on the
piano.
Mac Frampton won the Bronze
Medal at the Van Cliborn International Quadrennial Piano Competition, and is presently finishing his doctorate in music at the
renowned Cincinnati Conservatory. He has also received acclaim as an arranger,conductor,
and recording artist. Most recently, he participated in a command performance for the U. S.
Senate.
The Trio presented an "electrifying concert" that was a
combination of classical, popular, and jazz tunes. The mood
ranged from light-hearted to
heart tugging. Joyce said she felt
the presentation was enjoyed by
anyone and everyone. The concert was held last night in Jarman at 7:30 p.m.

SCHEMBER'S FASHION FABRICS
Lovely Bridal Fabrics
Accessories For The Wedding Party

PSST-: HOIA/ABOUT
A LITTLe ACTION ?

ACTION is a growing mow

help themselves It'sth
overseas and
Get into ACTION
today
(Jet
fuitun toaay

800-424-8580

TOLL
FREE.
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(Continued from page 2)
students along with the administration don't want to see factions
at Longwood.
As for separating Blacks and
Whites, they couldn't be farther
apart then they are now.
Respectfully submitted,
Sharon L. Eppes

Dear Editor:
An editorial was written on
Sisterhood in the last edition of
the Rotunda before Christmas
by our former editor Lynne Pierce. I would like to respond to
it.
As a Black student here, I
was very dissatisfied with the
article on Sisterhood. The article
only showed the limited attitudes
about organizations on campus
that are not white oriented and
controlled. There are valid reasons as to why a black student
organization is needed on this
campus and these reasons have
been stated in a constitution but,
your article cited very different
reasons from the ones previously
stated in our constitution. I don't
feel you have to be Black to
evaluate whether these complaints are justified, just have
an open mind and observe, what
is happening right here on Longwood's campus. You say you
"fear unconscious separation by
this organization." What do you
fear about this conscious separation that exists on our campus
now?
Blue and White Love? (Ha!),
Elvira Beverly

Lynne's Reply
Dear Students,
The letters from Miss Beverly
and Miss Eppes were forwarded
to me by the present editor so
that I might have the opportunity
to respond to them before I became involved with my student
teaching duties.
Apparently, you either didn't
read the editorial carefully,
didn't pay attention to the editorial cartoon or completely failed to grasp my meaning. My point
was to express my disappointment with the fact that prejudice
DOES exist on Longwood's campus. I have long realized that
Longwood is not "an enchanted
isle", but I've always thought
that the student body was unusually friendly also. I was attempting
to criticize the students who complain about prejudice outside of
the campus and yet maintain it
here.
I think it is difficult for any
white student to understand completely the problem you have, but
that doesn't mean we don't have
compassion for how you feel. It
is just as wrong for you to lump
us in one group as it is for
us to do it to you. To say that
"as long as there are human
beint's prejudice exists" may be
true, but that doesn't mean that
it is black and white prejudice. I
agree that there is prejudice on
Longwood's campus, but in trying
to find a solution to it, I think
you're letting your experiences
in other areas temper your judgement. Just as Longwood is not an
"enchanted isle", it is also a
great deal different from the
"vile, cruel world".
I am completely aware of the

meaning of the word "faction"
and it still expresses the idea
I intended to get across. Looking
at organizations of this type in
other areas, though many of them
began with high ideals, they have
eventually
ended up splitting
apart groups instead of bringing
them together.
To say that Blacks aren't wanted in organizations is ridiculous.
There are groups on campus that
are dying because no one will
take an interest in them - white
or black. Many groups would
welcome participation, regardless of color, by any student.
During my tenure as editor and
under the present editor, any
student is welcomed to join the
ROTUNDA staff. That is an organization that badly needs student participation, but we have
never been approached by any
Blacks.
No one is going to ask you to
join an organization. Why should
they? They're too busy simply
trying to stay active enough to
stay alive. They don't have time
to extend personal invitations to
students. Like many other students, I've never been asked to
join a group. I became involved
because I was interested. To say
that you're being excluded because you're black shows a lack
of understanding on your part.
Finally, Miss Beverly not only
misquoted me, but she took my
words out of context. The sentence was: "The ideals behind
the black organization are very
fine, but what I fear is that
there will be an unconscious
separation of the student body
caused by it".
At the time, I felt that this
was the strongest statement I
could make because I did not
want to use my position to influence the final decision on
whether or not to let this group
form. However, now I must say
that I feel a Black organization
would be detrimental to student
relations at Longwood. Not detrimental to whites, but to Blacks
and their future at Longwood.
There is a very real feeling
of antipathy on this campus towards any group, no matter what
its composition is, that tries to
force its members into an organization. I've belonged to many
campus organizations, that represent a wide variety of girls
and interests, and they are always interested in the individual,
not the group. The only way that
you as Blacks will be accepted
into campus organizations is if
you get out and work with them.
Sealing yourselves off in your
own group will accomplish nothing as far as the rest of the
school is concerned.
You say Blacks don't feel neglected, only apathetic. You can't
mean that! Apathy is something
that is created by the individual,
not forced on him by the group.
If this is your problem, then

there is nothing that the rest of
us can do to help you. There
are places open and waiting for
you at Longwood and white students waiting to help you get
them. Just like any other student, however, you must show
an interest and make the first
move. Black students must share
their abilities with the rest of
the student body, not bottle them
up in one group. Only by work ing in many different organizations can this be done. I have
always strived to be recognized
for my achievements as an individual, not as a member of a
group. I hope that is what each
of you wants also.
Lynne Pierce

Theft
Letter To The Editor:
In October, several prose descriptions of Prof, Paul Rouillard's political drawings were,
in secret, ripped off the wall in
the art building. Just before semester break, leaflets touching
on the march held in Washington during the inauguration were
also torn from the walls, the
bulletin boards, and various places all over the schooL
I would simply like to point out
that the cretins and intellectual
inadequate s who did this don't
belong in any American college
but rather might find it more
profitable to be enrolled in the
schools of South Africa, Rhodesia, or East Germany.
Dr. Alexander Theroux

Agreement

Legislative Board Defeats
Afro-American Constitution
By BECKY NICHOLSON
The Legislative Board last
week unanimously defeated the
present constitution of a newly
formed organization - the AfroAmerican Alliance. The BC
rooms were the setting for the
heated discussion which transpired among those present at
the meeting.
The points of conflict concerned the purpose of such an
organization on campus and their
criteria for membership. The
purpose of the group was to unify
blacks on campus. Members of
the Alliance felt that it was difficult for them to become members of the organizations here.
Immediately, Lynne Pierce reminded the Alliance that any one
of its members were offered a
position as secretary of the Student Union, but no one accepted
the offer. The Afro-American
Alliance rebutted this by saying
that they were only asked because
they were forming their organization at that time. Bobbsie Bannin, newly elected Chairman of
Legislative Board, attempted to
bring everyone back to the main
issue - the constitution of this
new organization.
According to the constitution
of the Afro-American Alliance,
all black students on campus are
"strongly urged" to become
members of the organization.
Also, any student of Longwood
may be eligible if she shows
"interest in the development of
activities having particular relevance to the Black experience
and having educational awareness of value to the entire student body."
The discussion of membership
led to the question as to whether
the organization was a public or
a private group. This issue was
important to establish because if
the Board accepted this new organization, the Alliance could ask
for money from the Student Activ-

ity Fees Committee. This could
mean that public money would go
into a private organization which
would not benefit the entire student body. If the Alliance limited
its membership by establishing
certain requirements, then, it
would be considered a private
body. Was the Alliance simply
isolating Blacks on campus or
was it relevant to all students at
Longwood?
A member of the Afro-American Alliance, Sharon Epps, answered this question by repeating
that anyone on campus could become a member if they had sympathy with the organization. Although, she felt that if a student
was not an Afro-American, the
organization would probably not
be relevant to her.
Bobbsie brought the discussion
back to the main issue from
which everyone had strayed considerably, and she asked the
Board to vote. The organization's constitution as it stood at
that time was not accepted by the
Board. Due to the vague wording
of a portion of the constitution,
the Alliance was given time to reword it. The Board voted on this
at the Monday night meeting.
Last week, the Board also approved members-at-large for
Publications Board. These students included: Beth Downey,
Chris Sharpe, Mary Ann Hill,
and Debbie Barger. Joyce Saunders appointed Debbie Barger as
acting Chairman of Publications
Board.
Bobbsie made a few announcements concerning the Board.
Linda Gill will be the Board's
new Parliamentarian. This semester the Board will state in
the daily bulletin the main issue
of each of its meetings along with
the time and place of meetings.
Also, Bobbsie announced that
there will be a Press Conference on February 20.

Signed On
Ending War,

DON'T FORGET!

Restoring

PRESIDENT WILLETT'S PRESS CONFERENCE

Peace

FEBRUARY 20

(Continued from Page 4)
whether this agreement brings a
lasting peace or not depends not
only on its provisions, but also
on the spirit in which it is implemented."
The hatred of this war will not
disappear rapidly: the people who
have fought for 25 years will not
easily give up their objectives but
the people who have suffered for
these 25 years may at least come
to know that they can achieve
their realization by other than
brutal means.
This agreement hopes to preserve the dignity and the selfrespect of all of the parties that
together with healing the wounds
in Indochina, the United States
can begin to heal its own wounds.

VALENTINES DAY
Wednesday, Feb. 14th

Carter's Flower Shop
Bloek from hospital on 460 E.
TELEPHONE 392-3151

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

(NOTE) We Welcome Students
Charge Accounts

James Cunningham
Named Honorary
Manager Of B,S&T
By JIM CUNNINGHAM
(as told to Betsy Nutter)

DR. ALEXANDER THEROUX

Dr. Theroux Receives
Appointment To Harvard

Here I am, on a normal business trip from New York to Richmond. I get on the plane and find
that a man already has my seat so
calmly mosey on down the isle.
(You can probably tell -I'mfrom
Texas!) Well, we Texans are
friendly folks so I strike up this
conversation with the man on my
right. He is a Director of Research for Reynolds Aluminium.
Next thing I know, a flustered man
talking to himself sits on my left.
He had more "carry on luggage"
than you can imagine, so as I helped him settle it and find a place
for everything we struck up a conversation on meditation. Little
did I know he was Lewis Soloff of
"Blood, Sweat, and Tears." WeU
everything was a carryin' on just
fine until we got over Richmond
airport and after one-half hour
of circling the pilot informs us
that due to a heavy fog we will
not be able to land. We were
heading for the Raleigh-Durham
Airport in North Carolina. Now
all of a sudden Lewis gets all
jumpy and says he's due at Longwood College for a concert. I
tried to help him all that I could
so we got a stewardess to let us
in the front of the plane so that we
could get off the first thing when
we landed, and head for Virginia.
Next thing I knew we had rented a car and I was driving Lewis
Soloff to a place called Farmville.
Actually, driving him up to Longwood was no problem because I
was headed for Charlottesville
for a meeting at 8:00 Friday
morning. Can you think of a better way to spend Thursday night
anyway?
Needless to say, we probably
broke the time record in getting
here. Many of you probably noticed Lewis running on stage an
hour late. Lewis was particularly upset because he has not missed a single concert in four and
one-half years.
I've always considered myself
an adventurer and I never believed it more than when I was sitting
backstage listening to a group
called "Blood, Sweat and
Tears." When the show was over,
Lewis wrote the following to my
two sons: "Hereby let it be known
that your father has been appointed honorary manager of "Blood,
Sweat, and Tears" for duty beyond all duty." I knewifldid not
have a document, my family back
.in Charlotte, North Carolina
would never believe me!

a position as the Briggs-Copeland
By JANE BLOODWORTH
Dr. Alexander L. Thereux, as- lecturer at Harvard. It is planned
sociate professor of English for for two years, but will possibly be
four years, will be leaving Long- extending into three. Theroux
wood at the close of this semes- was notified of the appointment
ter for an appointment at Har- in early January.
Still uncertain about what the
vard.
lectureship
entails, Theroux
This appointment to Harvard's
English Department will involve admits that he does not know
what differences to expect between teaching at Longwood and
Student Union Plans
Harvard. He did indicate, howExperimental College ever, that he does not expect
the changes to be major ones.
Spring Program
"The intellectual life you lead
does not depend on geography,"
By BARBERA RADFORD
he commented.
In previous years the Student
When asked if he was looking
Union's Experimental College,
forward to Harvard, and to reheld during Longwood's spring
turning to his native Massachusemester, has been a success
setts, Theroux said, "Yes, I am
offering such courses as auto looking forward to grazing in new
mechanics and Karate.
pastures." However, he does
This year, it is felt, some new,
have some qualms about leaving
interesting courses will be offerLongwood and the Farmville
ed. Among the extra-curricular
Community. "I thought I should
classes offered will be film-makhave shown more social concern
ing, and photography. The photoin the community," he observed
graphy course will be concerned
of his residence in Farmville. "I
with small cameras that most never really got started," he addpeople already own.
ed. Also, he has many close
All Longwood students like to
friends here whom he will miss.
eat, so there will be offered a cake
Dr. Theroux feels that his novdecorating class taught by a el, THE THREE WOGS, did influfreshman, Gloria Dever. Gourence his new positional Harvard.
met cooking will be taught in conAside from his book, he has pubjunction with the Home Economlised in ESQUIRE, LONDON
ics courses.
MAGAZINE, NEW YORK TIMES,
Pool shooting and bridge will be
TRANSATLANTIC REVIEW,
taught, although the bridge class GEORGIA REVIEW, and THE
is being offered for advanced stuNEW YORKER.
dents only, at this time.
Various lecturers will appear
Mary Alice Noel
to discuss various types of conElected President
traception. Another course with
visiting speakers will be a class
Of Pi Delta Epsilon
on the different faiths in today's
society. A different faith will be
By SHARON CURLING
represented at each class perFarmville, Va.
iod; among these will be Quaker,
Pi Delta Epsilon, the national
Jewish and Catholic. "Current honorary journalism fraternity
affairs" will be led by a profes- recently elected new officers.
ser of social science, and Dr. They are as follows:
JUST RECEIVED!
Ed Smith will continue his KarPresident, Mary Alice Noel;
ate course. This class will be- vice-president, Leigh Pierce;
gin tomorrow night, Thursday, secretary-treasurer, Elaine
A NEW SHIPMENT
instead of next week. Beginners Flippen; honors council repreand advanced students start sentative, Martha Noel.
OF PIERCED
training at 7 p.m. in Frazer Rec.
The girls recently initiated into
An especially interesting Pi Delta Epsilon are Debi Abercourse, which as yet has not an nathy, Debbie Bastek, Sharon
EARRINGS
instructor is "Your Insurance Curling, Elaine Flippen, Leigh
Needs After Daddy's Policy Pierce, Pam Watson, and Janet
Doesn't Cover You Anymore." Tennyson.
The title says it all.
The pamphlet with titles of
courses, times and meeting
places should be printed and
put out by tomorrow. Any quesWINTER CLEARANCE SALE
tions should be directed to Jean
Dunavant, Student Union ChairSWEATERS, SKIRTS, DRESSES
man, seventh floor Frazer.
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MOVIE SCHEDULE
The following video-tape programs will be presented in
the residence halls by the Student Union Residence Hall Programming.
FEBRUARY:
5-11 Growing Up Female
12-18 Movie Orgy #1
19-25 Conversation With Angela Davis
MARCH:
(February 26)-4 Sports-Skiing
5-11 It Happens to Us
12-18 Groove Tube#l
19-25 W. C. Fields in "The Fatal Glass of Beer"
and "Sally of the Sawdust"
APRIL:
2- 8
9-15
16-22
23-29

Ace Trucking Company in" TheNew Army"
Reefer Madness
Hunchback of Notre Dame (original version)
Opinions (on everything)

MAY:
(April 30) - 6 Mark of Zorro
7-13 Movie Orgy #2
14-20 "Wassamotta U." (with Rocky and Bullwinkle)

Math Association
Sponsors Visiting
Scholar At L.C.

RAUN MacKINNON

Folk Performer
At Coffee House
Tomorrow Night
By BARBERA RADFORD
Thursday night the Student
Union will present another Coffee House in the Commons Room.
This time, however, there will
be a professional folk singer
heading the bill
Raun MacKinnon.
Miss MacKinnon, from the
land of Todd Runngren and Jim
Croce, has been praised for
her "warm,sure,direct" voice.
She sings a startling variety
of moods with her folk ballads.
Most of her songs are original
but she has concluded her show
with a rendition of Mahalia Jackson's "I'm Gonna Live the Life
I Sing About in My Songs." She
has a penchant for her own jazz
and boogie combinations, such
as "You're Stuck with It, I Love
You and Good Luck with It, I
Love You."
Miss MacKinnon accompanies
herself on the piano and the guitar. Jeremiah Burnham, her
husband, backs her on the bass,
adding depth to the performance.
Cokes and popcorn will be
served at the Coffee House, free
of charge. All Longwood students, with or without dates are
invited to attend at 8:00.

The Mathematical Association
of America sponsored a visit of
Dr. Dwight Goodner to Longwood
College to meet with three curriculum study committees in the
Math Department on Feb. 5. This
visit, part of a nationwide lectureship program, has a three-fold
purpose: a) to strengthen and
stimulate the mathematics programs of colleges and universities, b) to provide the mathematics staff and mathematics
majors with an opportunity for
personal contacts with productive
and creative mathematicians, and
c) to aid in the motivation of able
college students to consider careers in mathematics and the
teaching of mathematics.

Popular actor James Caan says,
"The American Cancer Society
wants to wipe out cancer in your
lifetime. And we can make it happen... all of us...if each of us
gives generously to the ACS
Crusade.*'

DON'T FORGET
your VALENTINE!

NEWMAN'S

CHUTE'S
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Colleges In
The News
Learning Experience
Outside the Classroom
"Through the University Year
for Action (I'YA) Program, Dean
Neil R. Berte of the University of
Alabama said, we are attempting
to bring about a marriage between
the academic community and the
community at large. At the same
time we are providing students
with an opportunity to participate
in a learning experience outside
the classroom."
According to Mr. Berte, the
UYA Program acts as a coordinator between interested student
volunteers and social agencies
working in the field. These agencies contact the UYA, which then
trains the volunteers for tasks in
the community.
The UYA provides a structure
for these coordination efforts and
also serves as a consulting agency to which volunteers can return.
According to Mr. Berte, the
definite emphasis of the program,
funded by the federal government,
is on students.
"Heasearch has shown that
many times the career goals of
students have been reinforced by
participation in these programs," he said. "The value systems of the students have often
been challenged by the conditions
they meet in these low-income
areas," Mr. Berte added. "Yet
research has pointed to the fact
that the value systems of students
are becoming increasingly service - oriented."
Corporation Established
At Stanford
An independent, nonprofit corporation has been approved by the
students at Stanford University to
publish the Stanford Daily.
Now owned and published by the
Associated Students at Stanford
University, the Daily expects to
file articles of incorporation on a
nonprofit basis as soon as possible and hopes to complete its
reorganization early in 1973. Its
board of directors will have five
students and four nonstudents
with legal, business and journalistic backgrounds.
The editor-in-chief would be
president of the corporation and
the business manager would be
vice-president and treasurer.
One of the four nonstudents would
be drawn from the University faculty and staff.
According to the Daily Editor,
Donald Tollefaon, a senior communication major, "Indepen-
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dence will not cause any major
changes in format. But this is a
good time to reemphasize our
commitment of being a responsible newspaper which serves all
members of the Stanford community."
New College Created
(I. P.) The needs of a new group
of students - former college students who dropped out, older people who want to earn a degree, and
young students who don't fit into
the traditional academic structure - have been recognized with
the creation of a University College at the University of the
Pacific.
The University College is an
administrative entity which will
coordinate the individualized
academic programs for these
students and permit them to take
courses in any or all of the liberal arts colleges and professional schools of the University
and to tie them together in an
academically respectable way
which can lead to a bachelor's
degree.

News
Briefs
(Continued from Page 1)
ripped through four downtown
businesses.
Peace
Presidential advisor Henry A.
Kissinger will go to Peking for
talks with Chinese leaders February 15-19 after his February
10-13 call at Hanoi. Vietnam
postwar arrangements will be
discussed in Kissinger's sessions with Premier Chou En-lai
and top Chinese Foreign Ministry
officials, although the White
House protrayed Kissinger's Hanoi and Peking stops as not related. Presidential press secretary Ronald L. Ziegler presented
Kissinger's Peking parley as a
further follow-up to President
Nixon's summit agreement a year
ago for periodic high-level visits
by U. S. officials to develop relationships between the two countries.
Jobless Rate Falls
Unemployment edged down to
five per cent of the nation's work
force in January, lowest in two
and one-half years and missing
President Nixon's year-end target for reducing inflation by only
one month.
Lots of Pasta
ROME: In a single month period
last year, Italy produced enough
pasta to prepare 3.7 billion plates
of spaghetti, statistics show.

An unexpected
child can really rock
the cradle.
Don't get us wrong.
We think children are priceless, too.
But if a child happens to be unplanned,
it could mean financial pressures.
You see, a child is not just an extra mouth
to feed. It's a whole other life to be provided for.
And that takes money.
Fact is, the cost to raise a child to age 18 ran around $25,000
(more for some, less for others, dependent on family income)
in the mid-60's. And what inflation will do to the cost in the future
is anybody's guess!
But no matter what the amount is, it's easy to see that the cost
of rearing children is an economic reality one can't ignore. That is,
if each child is to get what he or she deserves.
Which is why we advise every couple to plan how many children
they want. And when they want them: when they can be a welcome
addition rather than an accidental burden.
Because, as we all know, it's awfully hard to give with a full
heart when one's pockets are empty. PIQnnprj Parenthood
For further information, write Planned Parenthood. Box 431,
Radio City Station. New York. NY 10019.
Children by choice. Not chance
*»hoto by

Planned Parenthood it a national, non-profit organization dedicated to providinginformation and effective mean* of family planning to all who want and need it.
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Valentine
Flowers

07O

That Whisper
The Secret!
Of The Heart

Rochette's Florist

from all of us to all of you

Happy Valentine's Day

